Double High
Feeding System Instructions

Congratulations on your purchase of the WeatherTech® Pet Feeding System, created with your pet’s health, safety and comfort in mind. You can rest assured that you have provided your pet with a completely non-toxic, safe, feeding system.

1. Wash the bowls, stand and mat thoroughly with a mild dish soap meant for human use. Rinse well and dry bowls to avoid water spots. Repeat this step on a regular basis.

2. Place stand into position over the raised ribs on the mat. The notches on the stand should be aligned towards the straight edge of the mat.

3. Insert bowls into stand.

4. Position flat area of mat toward wall. Angled area of bowl is designed to make it easier for pets to eat and drink.

Warning: Do not microwave bowl. Do not use stand as a step.

Check out our other WeatherTech® Products

Additional Stainless Steel Bowl Set
(Single High Feeding System)
(Double Low Feeding System)
(Single Low Feeding System)
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